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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the dynamic, original, machine motion equations. 
The equation of motion of the machine that generates angular speed 
of the shaft (which varies with position and rotation speed) is deduced 
by conservation kinetic energy of the machine. An additional variation 
of angular speed is added by multiplying by the coefficient dynamic D 
(generated by the forces out of mechanism and or by the forces 
generated by the elasticity of the system). Kinetic energy conservation 
shows angular speed variation (from the shaft) with inertial masses, 
while the dynamic coefficient introduces the variation of w with forces 
acting in the mechanism. Deriving the first equation of motion of the 
machine one can obtain the second equation of motion dynamic. 
From the second equation of motion of the machine it determines the 
angular acceleration of the shaft. It shows the distribution of the forces 
on the mechanism to the internal combustion heat engines. Dynamic, 
the velocities can be distributed in the same way as forces. 
Practically, in the dynamic regimes, the velocities have the same 
timing as the forces. Calculations should be made for an engine with a 
single cylinder. Originally exemplification is done for a classic 
distribution mechanism, and then even the module B distribution 
mechanism of an Otto engine type. 
Keywords: Machine motion equations, Dynamic coefficient, Classical 
distribution, Cam dynamic synthesis, Otto engine. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In conditions which started to magnetic motors, oil fuel is decreasing, energy 
which was obtained by burning oil is replaced with nuclear energy, hydropower, solar 
energy, wind, and other types of unconventional energy, in the conditions in which 
electric motors have been instead of internal combustion in public transport, but more 
recently they have entered in the cars world (Honda has produced a vehicle that uses 
a compact electric motor and electricity consumed by the battery is restored by a 
system that uses an electric generator with hydrogen combustion in cells, so we have 
a car that burns hydrogen, but has an electric motor), which is the role and prospects 
which have internal combustion engines type Otto or Diesel? 
Internal combustion engines in four-stroke (Otto, Diesel) are robust, dynamic, 
compact, powerful, reliable, economic, autonomous, independent and will be 
increasingly clean (AMORESANO; AVAGLIANO; NIOLA; QUAREMBA,2013; 
ANDERSON, 1984; ANGELAS; LOPEZ-CAJUN, 1988; ANTONESCU; PETRESCU; 
ANTONESCU, 2000; ANTONESCU; OPREAN; PETRESCU, 1987; BARZEGARI; 
ANTONESCU, 2011; BISHOP, 1950-51; CHOI; KIM, 1994; DE FALCO; DI MASSA; 
PAGANO; STRANO, 2013; DE FALCO; DI MASSA; PAGANO, 2013; GANAPATHI; 
ROBINSON, 2013; GIORDANA, 1979; HAIN, 1971; HEYWOOD, 1988; HRONES, 
1948; KARIKALAN; CHANDRASEKARAN; SUDHAGAR, 2013; LEIDEL, 1997; 
MAHALINGAM; RAMESH BAPU, 2013; NAIMA; LIAZID, 2013; NARASIMAN; 
JEYAKUMAR; MANI, 2013; PETRESCU, 2012a; PETRESCU, 2012b; PETRESCU; 
PETRESCU 1995; PETRESCU; PETRESCU 2005a; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 
2005b; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2005c; PETRESCU; ANTONESCU, 2008; 
PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2011; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2013a; PETRESCU; 
PETRESCU, 2013b; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2013c; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 
2013d; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2014; RAHMANI; DRAOUI; BOUANINI; 
BENACHOUR, 2013; RAVI, 2013; RONNEY; SHODA; WAIDA; DURBIN, 1994; 
SAMIM; ANTONESCU, 2008; SAPATE; TIKEKAR, 2013; SETHUSUNDARAM; 
ARULSHRI; MYLSAMY, 2013; SHRIRAM; ANTONESCU, 2012; TARAZA, 2002; 
WANG, 2011; XIANYING; ANTONESCU, 2012; ZAHARI; ABRAS; MAT ARISHAD; 
ZAINAL; MUHAMAD, 2013; ZHAO; ANTONESCU, 2012). 
Magnetic motors (combined with the electromagnetic) are just in the beginning, 
but they offer us a good perspective, especially in the aeronautics industry.  
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Probably at the beginning they will not be used to act as a direct transmission, 
but will generate electricity that will fill the battery that will actually feed the engine 
(probably an electric motor). 
The Otto engines or those with internal combustion in general, will have to 
adapt to hydrogen fuel.  
Its compound (the basic, hydrogen) can be extracted industrially, practically 
from any item (or combination) through nuclear, chemical, photonic by radiation, by 
burning, etc... (Most easily hydrogen can be extracted from water by breaking up into 
constituent elements, hydrogen and oxygen; by burning hydrogen one obtains water 
again that restores a circuit in nature, with no losses and no pollution); in this mode 
one can have a water car (which works not with the water, but with the hydrogen 
extracted by water).  
If one uses stored hydrogen, then, hydrogen must be stored in reservoirs cell (a 
honeycomb) for there is no danger of explosion; the best would be if we could 
breaking up water directly on the vehicle, in which case the reservoir would feed water 
(and there were announced some successful). 
As a backup, there are trees that can donate a fuel oil, which could be planted 
on the extended zone, or directly in the consumer court. With many years ago, 
Professor Melvin Calvin, (Berkeley University), discovered that “Euphora” tree, a rare 
species, contained in its trunk a liquid that has the same characteristics as raw oil. The 
same professor discovered on the territory of Brazil, a tree which contains in its trunk a 
fuel with properties similar to diesel.  
During a journey in Brazil, the natives driven him (Professor Calvin) to a tree 
called by them "Copa-Iba". From the tree trunk begin flow a gold liquid, which was 
used as indigenous raw material base for the preparation of perfumes or, in 
concentrated form, as a balm. Nobody see that it is a pure fuel that can be used 
directly by diesel engines.  
Calvin said that after he poured the liquid extracted from the tree trunk directly 
into the tank of his car (equipped with a diesel), engine functioned irreproachable.  
In Brazil the tree is fairly widespread. It could be adapted in other areas of the 
world, planted in the forests, and the courts of people.  
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From a jagged tree is filled about half of the tank; one covers the slash and it is 
not open until after six months; it means that having 12 trees in a courtyard, a man can 
fill monthly a tank with the new natural diesel fuel. 
In some countries (USA, Brazil, Germany) producing alcohol or vegetable oils, 
for their use as fuel. 
In the future, aircraft will use ion engines, magnetic, laser or various micro 
particles accelerated. Now, and the life of the jet engine begin to end.  
Recently it was announced that occurred in Germany car that runs on salt 
water. This means that we will not put in tank oil or water but salt water. 
If Otto engine production would stop right now, they will still working until at 
least about 40-50 years to complete replacement of the existing fleet today. 
Old gasoline engines carry us every day for nearly 150 years. “Old Otto 
engine” (and his brother, Diesel) is today: younger, more robust, more dynamic, 
more powerful, more economical, more independent, more reliable, quieter, cleaner, 
more compact, more sophisticated, more stylish, more secure, and more especially 
necessary and wanted. At the global level we can manage to remove annually about 
60,000 cars. But annually appear other million cars (see the table 1).  
Table 1: World cars produced 
year cars produced in the world  
2011 59,929,016 
2010 58,264,852 
2009 47,772,598 
2008 52,726,117 
2007 53,201,346 
2006 49,918,578 
2005 46,862,978 
2004 44,554,268 
2003 41,968,666 
2002 41,358,394 
2001 39,825,888 
2000 41,215,653 
1999 39,759,847 
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In full energy crisis since 1970 until today, production and sale of cars 
equipped with internal combustion heat engines has skyrocketed, from some millions 
yearly to over sixty millions yearly now, and the world fleet started from tens of 
millions reached today the billion. As long as we produce electricity and heat by 
burning fossil fuels is pointless to try to replace all thermal engines with electric 
motors, as loss of energy and pollution will be even larger.  
However, it is well to continuously improve the thermal engines, to reduce 
thus fuel consumption. Planet supports now about one billion motor vehicles in 
circulation. Even if we stop totally production of heat engines, would still need 
minimum 50 years to eliminate total the existing car park in the current rate.  
Electric current is still produced in majority by combustion of hydrocarbons, 
making the hydrocarbon losses to be higher when we use electric motors. When we 
will have electric current obtained only from green energy or nuclear, sustainable 
and renewable energy sources, it is only then that we'll be able to enter gradually 
and electric motors (PETRESCU 2012; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2013C; 
PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2013D; RAHMANI; DRAOUI; BOUANINI; BENACHOUR, 
2013; RAVI, SUBRAMANIAN, 2013; RONNEY; SHODA; WAIDA; DURBIN, 1994; 
SAMIM; ANTONESCU, 2008; SAPATE; TIKEKAR, 2013). 
Otto and diesel engines are today the best solution for the transport of our day-to-
day work, together and with electric motors. 
For these reasons it is imperative as we can calculate exactly the engine 
efficiency, in order to can increase it permanently. 
Even in these conditions internal combustion engines will be maintained in land 
vehicles (at least), for power, reliability and especially their dynamics. Thermal engine 
efficiency is still low and, about one third of the engine power is lost just by the 
distribution mechanism (AMORESANO; AVAGLIANO; NIOLA; QUAREMBA,2013; 
ANDERSON, 1984; ANGELAS; LOPEZ-CAJUN, 1988; ANTONESCU; PETRESCU; 
ANTONESCU, 2000; ANTONESCU; OPREAN; PETRESCU, 1987; BARZEGARI; 
ANTONESCU, 2011; BISHOP, 1950-51; CHOI; KIM, 1994; DE FALCO; DI MASSA; 
PAGANO; STRANO, 2013; DE FALCO; DI MASSA; PAGANO, 2013; GANAPATHI; 
ROBINSON, 2013; GIORDANA, 1979; HAIN, 1971; HEYWOOD, 1988; HRONES, 
1948; KARIKALAN; CHANDRASEKARAN; SUDHAGAR, 2013; LEIDEL, 1997; 
MAHALINGAM; RAMESH BAPU, 2013; NAIMA; LIAZID, 2013; NARASIMAN; 
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JEYAKUMAR; MANI, 2013; PETRESCU, 2012a; PETRESCU, 2012b; PETRESCU; 
PETRESCU 1995; PETRESCU; PETRESCU 2005a; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 
2005b; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2005c; PETRESCU; ANTONESCU, 2008; 
PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2011; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2013a; PETRESCU; 
PETRESCU, 2013b; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2013c; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 
2013d; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2014; RAHMANI; DRAOUI; BOUANINI; 
BENACHOUR, 2013; RAVI, 2013; RONNEY; SHODA; WAIDA; DURBIN, 1994; 
SAMIM; ANTONESCU, 2008; SAPATE; TIKEKAR, 2013; SETHUSUNDARAM; 
ARULSHRI; MYLSAMY, 2013; SHRIRAM; ANTONESCU, 2012; TARAZA, 2002; 
WANG, 2011; XIANYING; ANTONESCU, 2012; ZAHARI; ABRAS; MAT ARISHAD; 
ZAINAL; MUHAMAD, 2013; ZHAO; ANTONESCU, 2012). Mechanical efficiency of 
cam mechanisms was about 4-8%. In the past 20 years, managed to increase to 
about 14-18%, and now is the time to pick it up again at up to 60%. This is the main 
objective of this paper. 
2. NOMENCLATURE 
*J :  is the moment of inertia (mass or mechanical) reduced to the camshaft;  
*
MaxJ :  is the maximum moment of inertia (mass or mechanical) reduced to the 
camshaft;  
*
minJ :  is the minimum moment of inertia (mass or mechanical) reduced to the 
camshaft;  
*
mJ :  is the average moment of inertia (mass or mechanical,  
reduced to the camshaft) ;  
'*J :  is the first derivative of the moment of inertia (mass or mechanical, reduced to 
the camshaft) in relation with the  angle;  
i : is the momentary efficiency of the cam-pusher mechanism; 
 : is the mechanical yield of the cam-follower mechanism; 
: is the transmission angle; 
 : is the pressure angle; 
s: is the movement of the pusher; 
h: is the follower stroke; h=smax; 
s’: is the first derivative in function of  of the tappet movement, s; 
s’’: is the second derivative in raport of  angle of the tappet movement, s; 
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s’’’: is the third derivative of the tappet movement s, in raport of the  angle; 
x:  is the real, dynamic, movement of the pusher;  
x’: is the real, dynamic, reduced tappet speed;  
x’’: is the real, dynamic, reduced tappet acceleration; 
x : is the real, dynamic, acceleration of the tappet (valve). 
sv  : is the normal (cinematic) velocity of the tappet; 
sa  : is the normal (cinematic) acceleration of the tappet; 
: is the rotation angle of the cam (the position angle); 
K: is the elastic constant of the system;   
k: is the elastic constant of the valve spring; 
x0: is the valve spring preload (pretension);  
mc: is the mass of the cam; 
mT: is the mass of the tappet;  
ωm: the nominal angular rotation speed of the cam (camshaft);  
nc: is the camshaft speed;  
n=nm: is the motor shaft speed; nm=2nc; 
: is the dynamic angular rotation speed of the cam; 
: is the dynamic angular rotation acceleration of the cam; 
r0: is the radius of the base circle; 
=r: is the radius of the cam (the position vector radius); 
: is the position vector angle; 
x=xc and y=yc: are the cartesian coordinates of the cam; 
D : is the dynamic coefficient; 
D : is the derivative of D  in function of the time; 
'D : is the derivative of D  in function of the position angle of the camshaft, ; 
Fm: is the motor force; 
Fr: is the resistant force. 
3. DETERMINING THE FIRST MACHINE EQUATION 
One presents the dynamic, original, machine motion equations. The equation 
of motion of the machine that generates angular speed of the shaft (which varies 
with position and rotation speed) is deduced by conservation kinetic energy of the 
machine. An additional variation of angular speed is added by multiplying by the 
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coefficient dynamic (generated by the forces out of mechanism) (ANTONESCU; 
OPREAN; PETRESCU, 1987; PETRESCU, 2012a; PETRESCU, 2012b; 
PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 1995; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2005a; PETRESCU; 
PETRESCU, 2005b; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2005c; PETRESCU; ANTONESCU, 
2008; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2011; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2013a; 
PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2013b; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2013c; PETRESCU; 
PETRESCU, 2013d; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2014).  
Kinetic energy conservation shows angular speed variation (from the main 
shaft) with inertial masses, while the dynamic coefficient introduces the variation of w 
with forces acting in the mechanism (ANTONESCU; OPREAN; PETRESCU, 1987; 
PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2005; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2014).  
In system (1) one determines the variable rotation velocity of the (cam) shaft, 
in function of the position  of the shaft, and of rotation nominal speed m. One starts 
from the equation of kinetics energy (that is conserved). 
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The first movement equation of the machine takes the initial forms (2): 
                      

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                                                               (2) 
Since J* is a function of the angle  and n is a function of n, it follows that  
is a function of angle  and angular rotation speed n=> ),( n  .  
An additional variation of angular speed is added by multiplying by the 
coefficient dynamic (generated by the forces from mechanism and out of 
mechanism). The final forms of the first movement equation of the machine can be 
seen in the system (3). 
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                                            (3) 
Generally the coefficient D has two components, the first one (Dc) generated 
by the forces from couples, and the second one generated by the elasticity forces of 
the system (De). 
Dc was already presented in more published articles, but its influence on 
dynamics of classical distribution is insignificant. For this reason in this paper we’ll 
present only the new coefficient, De, which introducing the elasticity effect of the 
system. In all older articles this important effect was treated separately by integrating 
the equations of motion Lagrange or Newton.  
Dynamic equation obtained for the system elasticity effect was complicated. 
But the main reason for introducing this coefficient is that the authors want all the 
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dynamic influences of system can be introduced as a dynamic factor. Even the effect 
of inertial forces (the masses system) appears as a dynamic factor (see the system 
4). In this way all the dynamic influences appear as a change produced to the input 
angular velocity. 
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4. DETERMINING THE SECOND MACHINE EQUATION 
The second machine equation is determined by the derivation of the first 
machine equation in function of the time (see the system 5).  
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5. APPLICATION TO THE OTTO ENGINE CLASSICAL DISTRIBUTION 
One determines now the dynamics of the classical distribution at an Otto 
engine (Figure 1) (ANTONESCU; OPREAN; PETRESCU, 1987; PETRESCU; 
PETRESCU, 2005; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2014) by an original method.  
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 Figure 1: Classical distribution 
First of all one determines the motor and resistant forces (system 6) reduced 
at the axis of the follower. 
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Now identify the reduced moment of systems 5 and 6 and we obtain the 
relations of the system 7 (with Dc=1 and Dc’=0). 
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For the classical distribution we still use simplified dynamic relations (system 
8). 
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It also uses and relationships already known (system 9). 
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For dynamic calculations must be determined: *J , '*J , *MaxJ , *minJ , *mJ  (relations 
system 10). 
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The normal angular velocity of the cam (camshaft) m  may be determined 
with the relation (11). 
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60306022
mcc
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nnn                                          (11) 
The dynamic acceleration of the follower can be seen in the figure 2 (h=0.006 
[m]; r0=0.013 [m]; 0=/2 [rad]; mc=0.2 [kg]; mT=0.1 [kg]; n=nm=5000 [rpm]; =0.305; 
k=150000 [N/m]; x0=0.03 [m]; a=4s). It utilizes cosine law of motion. The cam profile 
may be seen in the Figure 3. 
 Figure 2: Classical distribution tappet dynamic acceleration; a=4s. 
 
Figure 3: Classical distribution cam profile for a=4s; =30%. 
A more accurate determination of the dynamic acceleration of plunger 
involves using an old dynamic model that takes into account the elasticity system 
(relation 12-15) (ANTONESCU; OPREAN; PETRESCU, 1987; PETRESCU; 
PETRESCU, 2005; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2014). 
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Where x is the dynamic movement of the pusher, while s is its normal, 
kinematics movement. K is the spring constant of the system, and k is the spring 
constant of the tappet spring. It note, with x0 the tappet spring preload, with mT the 
mass of the tappet, with ω the angular rotation speed of the cam (or camshaft), 
where s’ is the first derivative in function of  of the tappet movement, s 
(ANTONESCU; OPREAN; PETRESCU, 1987; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2005; 
PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2014). 
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Further the acceleration of the tappet can be determined directly real 
(dynamic) using the relation (15) (ANTONESCU; OPREAN; PETRESCU, 1987; 
PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2005; PETRESCU; PETRESCU, 2014) (Figure 4).  
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           ''' 2 xxx                                      (15) 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Classical distribution tappet real dynamic acceleration obtained with the 
old dynamic systems: h=0.006 [m]; r0=0.013 [m]; 0=/2 [rad]; mc=0.2 [kg]; 
mT=0.1[kg]; n=nm=5000 [rpm]; =0.305; k=150000 [N/m]; x0=0.03[m]. 
 
 
 In this moment, we must leave the classical module C (Figure 1), and take the 
module B (Figure 5) which may increases further the yield of the distribution 
mechanism. 
 
6. DETERMINING OF MOMENTARY DYNAMIC EFFICIENCY OF THE ROTARY 
CAM AND TRANSLATED FOLLOWER WITH ROLL 
The pressure angle  (Figure 5), is determined by relations (6.5-6.6). One can 
write the next forces, speeds and powers (6.13-6.18). Fm, vm, are perpendicular to 
the vector rA at A. Fm is divided into Fa (the sliding force) and Fn (the normal force). 
Fn is divided also, into Fi (the bending force) and Fu (the useful force). The 
momentary dynamic efficiency can be obtained from relation (6.18). 
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 Figure 5: Forces and speeds to the cam with translated follower with roll 
The written relations are the following. 
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The used law is the classical law, cosine law. 
The synthesis of the cam profile can be made with the relationships (6.19) 
when the cam rotates clockwise and with the expressions from the system (6.20) 
when the cam rotates counterclockwise (trigonometric). 
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The r0 (the radius of the base circle of the cam) is 0.013 [m]. The h (the 
maximum displacement of the tappet) is 0.020 [m]. The angle of lift, u is /3 [rad]. 
The radius of the tappet roll is rb=0.002 [m]. The misalignment is e=0 [m]. The cosine 
profile can be seen in the Figure 6. 
  Figure 6: The cosine profile at the cam with translated follower with roll; r0=13[mm], 
h=20[mm], u=/3[rad], rb=2[mm], e=0[mm]. 
 
 
The obtained mechanical yield (obtained by integrating the instantaneous 
efficiency throughout the climb and descent) is 0.39 or =39%. The dynamic diagram 
can be seen in the Figure 7 (the dynamic setting are partial normal). Valve spring 
preload 9 cm no longer poses today. Instead, achieve a long arc very hard 
(k=500000[N/m]), require special technological knowledge. 
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 Figure 7: The dynamic diagram at the cosine profile at the cam with  translated 
follower with roll; r0=13[mm]; h=20[mm]; u=/3[rad]; rb=2[mm]; e=0[mm]; 
n=5500[rpm]; x0=9[cm]; k=500[kN/m] 
It tries increase the yield; angle of climb is halved u=/6[rad] (see the profile 
in the Figure 8). 
The r0 (the radius of the base circle of the cam) is 0.015 [m]. The h (the 
maximum displacement of the tappet) is 0.010 [m]. The angle of lift, u is /6 [rad]. 
The radius of the tappet roll is rb=0.002 [m]. The misalignment is e=0 [m]. The cosine 
profile can be seen in the Figure 8. 
 Figure 8: The cosine profile at the cam with translated follower with roll; r0=15[mm], 
h=10[mm], u=/6[rad], rb=2[mm], e=0[mm]. 
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The obtained mechanical yield (obtained by integrating the instantaneous 
efficiency throughout the climb and descent) is 0.428 or =43%. The dynamic 
diagram can be seen in the Figure 9 (the dynamic setting are not normal). Valve 
spring preload 20 cm no longer poses today. Instead, achieve a long arc very-very 
hard (k=1500000[N/m]), require special technological knowledge. 
 Figure 9: The dynamic diagram at the cosine profile at the cam with  translated 
follower with roll; r0=15[mm]; h=10[mm]; u=/6[rad]; rb=2[mm]; e=0[mm]; 
n=5500[rpm]; x0=20[cm]; k=1500[kN/m] 
Camshaft runs at a shaft speed halved (nc=n/2). If we more reduce camshaft 
speed by three times (nc=n/6), we can reduce and the preload of the valve spring 
(x0=5[cm]); see the dynamic diagram in the Figure 10. However, in this case, the 
cam profile should be tripled (see the Figure 11). 
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 Figure 10: The dynamic diagram at the cosine tripled profile at the cam with  
translated follower with roll; r0=15[mm]; h=10[mm]; u=/6[rad]; rb=2[mm]; e=0[mm]; 
n=5500[rpm]; x0=5[cm]; k=1500[kN/m] 
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 Figure 11: The cosine tripled profile at the cam with translated follower with roll; 
r0=15[mm], h=10[mm], u=/6[rad], rb=2[mm], e=0[mm]. 
 
It tries increase the yield again; angle of climb is reduced to the value 
u=/8[rad]. The r0 (the radius of the base circle of the cam) is 0.013 [m]. The h (the 
maximum displacement of the tappet) is 0.009 [m]. The angle of lift, u is /8 [rad]. 
The radius of the tappet roll is rb=0.002 [m]. The misalignment is e=0 [m]. The cosine 
profile can be seen in the Figure 12. 
 Figure 12: The cosine profile at the cam with translated follower with roll; r0=13[mm], 
h=9[mm], u=/8[rad], rb=2[mm], e=0[mm]. 
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The obtained mechanical yield (obtained by integrating the instantaneous 
efficiency throughout the climb and descent) is 0.538 or =54%. The dynamic 
diagram can be seen in the Figure 13 (the dynamic setting are not normal). Valve 
spring preload 30 cm no longer poses today. Instead, achieve a long arc very-very 
hard (k=1600000[N/m]), require special technological knowledge. 
 Figure 13: The dynamic diagram at the cosine profile at the cam with  translated 
follower with roll; r0=13[mm]; h=9[mm]; u=/8[rad]; rb=2[mm]; e=0[mm]; 
n=5000[rpm]; x0=30[cm]; k=1600[kN/m] 
 
Camshaft runs at a shaft speed halved (nc=n/2). If we more reduce camshaft 
speed by four times (nc=n/8), we can reduce and the preload of the valve spring, 
x0=9[cm] and the elastic constant of the valve spring, k=15000[N/m]; see the 
dynamic diagram in the Figure 14. However, in this case, the cam profile should be 
fourfold (see the Figure 15). 
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 Figure 14: The dynamic diagram at the cosine fourfold profile at the cam with 
translated follower with roll; r0=13[mm]; h=9[mm]; u=/8[rad]; rb=2[mm]; e=0[mm]; 
n=5000[rpm]; x0=9[cm]; k=15[kN/m] 
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 Figure 15: The cosine fourfold profile at the cam with translated follower with roll; 
r0=13[mm], h=9[mm], u=/8[rad], rb=2[mm], e=0[mm]. 
 
With the same angle of climb u=/8[rad], can increase performance even 
further, if the size tappet race take a greater value (h=12[mm]). The r0 (the radius of 
the base circle of the cam) is 0.013 [m].  
The h (the maximum displacement of the tappet) is 0.012 [m]. The angle of lift, 
u is /8 [rad]. The radius of the tappet roll is rb=0.002 [m]. The misalignment is e=0 
[m]. The cosine profile can be seen in the Figure 16. 
 Figure 16: The cosine profile at the cam with translated follower with roll; r0=13[mm], 
h=12[mm], u=/8[rad], rb=2[mm], e=0[mm]. 
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For correct operation it is necessary to decrease the speed of the camshaft 
four times, and all four times multiplication of the cam profile. Camshaft runs at a 
shaft speed halved (nc=n/2).  
If we more reduce camshaft speed by four times (nc=n/8), we can reduce and 
the preload of the valve spring, x0=9[cm]. The elastic constant of the valve spring is 
k=1500000[N/m]. See the dynamic diagram in the Figure 17. However, in this case, 
the cam profile should be fourfold. The obtained mechanical yield is 0.60 or =60%. 
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 Figure 17. The dynamic diagram at the cosine fourfold profile at the cam with  
translated follower with roll; r0=13[mm]; h=12[mm]; u=/8[rad]; rb=2[mm]; e=0[mm]; 
n=5000[rpm]; x0=9[cm]; k=1500[kN/m] 
For now is necessary to stop here. 
If we increase h, or decrease the angle u, then is tapering cam profile very 
much. We must stop now at a yield value, =60%. 
7. DISCUSSION 
The distribution mechanisms work with small efficiency for about 150 years; this 
fact affects the total yield of the internal heat engines. Much of the mechanical 
energy of an engine is lost through the mechanism of distribution. Multi-years the 
yield of the distribution mechanisms was only 4-8%. In the past 20 years it has 
managed a lift up to the value of 14-18%; car pollution has decreased and people 
have better breathing again. Meanwhile the number of vehicles has tripled and the 
pollution increased again.  
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Now, it’s the time when we must try again to grow the yield of the distribution 
mechanisms.  
The paper presents an original method to increase the efficiency of a 
mechanism with cam and follower, used at the distribution mechanisms. 
This paper treats only two modules: the mechanism with rotary cam and plate 
translated follower (the classic module C) and the mechanism with rotary cam and 
translated follower with roll (the modern module B). 
At the classical module C we can increase again the yield to about 30%. The 
growth is difficult. Dimensional parameters of the cam must be optimized; 
optimization and synthesis of the cam profile are made dynamic, and it must set the 
elastic (dynamic) parameters of the valve (tappet) spring: k and x0.  
The law used is not as important as the module used, sizes and settings used. 
We take the classical law cosine; dimensioning the radius cam, lift height, and angle 
of lift.  
To grow the cam yield again we must leave the classic module C and take the 
modern module B. In this way the efficiency can be as high as 60%.  
Yields went increased from 4% to 60%, and we can consider for the moment 
that we have gain importance, since we work with the cam and tappet mechanisms. 
If we increase h, or decrease the angle u, then is tapering cam profile very 
much. We must stop now at a yield value, =60%. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
 In this work one presents the dynamic, original, machine motion equations. 
The equation of motion of the machine that generates angular speed of the shaft 
(which varies with position and rotation speed) is deduced by conservation kinetic 
energy of the machine. An additional variation of angular speed is added by 
multiplying by the coefficient dynamic (generated by the forces out of mechanism). 
Kinetic energy conservation shows angular speed variation (from the main shaft) 
with inertial masses, while the dynamic coefficient introduces the variation of w with 
forces acting in the mechanism. The first movement equation of the machine takes 
the initial forms (system 2) and the final forms (systems 3-4). 
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The second machine equation is determined by the derivation of the first 
machine equation in function of the time (system 5).  
One determines then the dynamics of the classical distribution at an Otto 
engine.  
An important way to reduce losses of heat engines is how to achieve a good 
camshaft (a good distribution) mechanism. The profile synthesis must be made 
dynamic. The presented relationships permit this.  
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